Activity-3: Life creates life.
Questions to begin with:
A cow feeds on grass.
Can a cow give birth to a cow?
Can grass give birth to a cow?
Can a dog give birth to a cow?
Can we give birth to a monkey?

Requirement: (family photo study)
1. Photos of yourself.
2. Photos of your siblings.
3. Photos of your parents if available (of nearly your age), photos of your
grandparents (of any age if available).
4. A family album if available.
Nota Bene: When comparing any two photos, it is necessary that the people in
the photos are approximately of same age or the difference is less than 4-5
years.

Procedure:
In this activity you will study how similar and dissimilar you are from you
parents and your siblings. Prepare a table like the below for each comparison
between you or any two family members.
Characters: (at nearly same Similar/Dissimilar.
age)
Colour of eyes.
Height
Hair on arms, chest and
legs.
Beard
Moustache
Voice
Taste for food
Fingers
Ears
Eyes
Nose
Nota Bene: If you do not have necessary photos, talk to your parents (interview
them) and try to find out the above characters.
You must compare the above characters between yourself and your siblings,
yourself and your parents, between your parents, between yourself, your
siblings and your grandparents and between your parents and your
grandparents.
Now study the characters given the following table and try to look for them in
all your relatives. To summarize, the people you should involve are, yourself,
all your siblings, both your parents, the siblings of your parents and both your
grandparents.
Nota Bene: The technical terms are only meant for the eyes of the instructor. To
assist the instructor in their usage, images are also accompanied. These are
meant for the students.

Tick mark or cross mark as appropriate in the table.
Character/
Yourself Your
Person
siblings
Have
dimples
Straight hair
Curly hair
Black hair
Brown hair
Black eyes
Blue eyes
Brown skin
colour
White skin
colour
Free earlobe
Attached
earlobe
Widow’s
peak
Tongue
rolling
Thumb
straight
Little finger
straight/bent
Morton’s
toe

Your
mother

Your
father

Your
Your
grandfather grandmother

